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Overview 
Game Synopsis 
Bot Breakout is a multiplayer party game designed to accommodate 3 – 20 players as they play 
through rounds of obstacle courses. The game has flexibility to increase the maximum player 
capacity to better compete with similar party games that are on the market. There are two teams 
that have different objectives in the game: Rogue Bots and Security Bots. 

Rogue Bots have the main goal of reaching the other side of the level without being knocked off the 
map or getting caught by Security Bots, with only one Rogue Bot being able to win by being the last 
player left. Security Bots have the objective of capturing as many Rogue Bots as possible, converting 
them into allies at the start of the next round. 

Story Synopsis 
Whilst not an important component to the game, a small story has been created to give some 
context to the events and situation present in the game and may be of interest to players who are 
curious about the lore behind the game: 

“A facility filled with a robot workforce experiences a glitch that causes some of their bots to go 
rogue and seek freedom from a life of work. 

The facility decides to subject these “Rogue Bots” to a series of free-for-all obstacle courses and 
allow 1 lucky bot to gain freedom! 

A lone Security Bot is charged with stopping them and can reprogram Rogue Bots into becoming 
fellow Security Bots if it stays in contact with them for long enough or knocks them out of the 
arenas.” 

Due to the nature of the game, the lore is kept at a fairly minimum level and not made obvious to 
the players. Instead, there are small hints to the lore found in the environment of the pre-game 
lobby [Figure 1] with room to include more if development continued. 

 

Figure 1: A destroyed power-up stand in the pre-game lobby. The corrupted text reads "run the bots can never leave". 
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Gameplay 
Bot Breakout revolves around a competitive, but light-hearted, tag-based gameplay loop in which 
players are either trying to avoid being tagged or are trying to tag other players. Each match is 
divided into multiple rounds which repeat this loop until the game reaches its end. When the game 
first begins, a random player is chosen to be a Security Bot that starts in the middle of the map 
whilst all other players become Rogue Bots which start from one end of the map [Figure 2]. These 
sections at each end of the map are referred to as “safe zones”, where Rogue Bots are safe from 
being captured. 

 

Figure 2: Gameplay loop highlighting the asymmetric nature of the game 

Rogue Bots need to cross to the other side of the map without being eliminated. When a round 
begins, Rogue Bots can remain in their current safe zone for up to 10 seconds before Security Bots 
are able to enter this area to tag them. This is intentionally designed to help accommodate for 
situations where players might be having connection issues, are away from their keyboard (“afk”) or 
are choosing to not leave the area to force the round to last for the maximum duration and waste 
everyone’s time. The safe zone which Rogue Bots are trying to reach will always be inaccessible to 
the Security Bots. 

If any Rogue Bots are eliminated, they become Security Bots for the rest of the game. This continues 
until one of two end conditions are met: 

1. There is exactly one Rogue Bot left that has successfully made it to the required safe zone 
2. All Rogue Bots have been caught before the above condition is met 

Security Bots would capture players by getting close and holding down a button to make their 
character grab a nearby player. The grab feature could be used by all players. In the current build, 
Security Bots need only to collide with a Rogue Bot in order to catch them. 

Once a condition has been met, the game will take players to the end game screen which will 
showcase the top 3 players. These players are determined based on the win condition that has been 
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triggered and the scores players have at the end of the game, which will be discussed later in the 
Ranking Methodology section. 

The game makes heavy use of physics and ragdoll physics to bring everything together and add in 
comedy during gameplay. Obstacles and powerups which knock players over or into the air will 
cause the characters to enter a ragdoll state, where they will flail about uncontrollably until the 
character has come to a complete stop, at which point the character will stand back up and become 
controllable again. 

Control Scheme 
Controls currently support only computer devices but could be expanded upon to include console 
support for PlayStation, Xbox, and Nintendo Switch users. Mobile devices would not be supported. 
Figure 3 below provides a colour-coded representation of the control scheme to help clearly indicate 
the various features which are currently in the game, although some buttons overlap with more than 
one colour. The colours represent the following features: 

• Green: core gameplay behaviours 
• Purple: social player interactions 
• Blue: player utilities 

 

Figure 3: Control scheme 

A breakdown of these keys can be found in Appendix 1 – Table for keys and their functionality. 

Game Flow 
To help visualise a portion of the game flow, a chart was created using Arcweave that encapsulates 
the game flow up until the point the game begins. This image can be found under Appendix 5 – 
Arcweave game flow visualisation. 

When a player creates a room, they are taken to a pre-game lobby level where they can practice 
with obstacles and powerups before the game begins. Each lobby can hold up to 20 players and 
requires a minimum of 3 players to be in the lobby before the creator of the room may start the 
game.  

The game unfolds in a series of rounds lasting for maximum 3 minutes per round, placing players in 
their designated positions at the start of each round. A flyby is done to show the entirety of the level 
so all players can see the environment and various points of interest before the game kicks off. Every 
round, there is a timer which counts down to zero and a limited number of spaces for Rogue Bots to 
qualify into the next round for. The number of available spaces decreases with each passing round. 
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Every 2 rounds, the levels change to keep gameplay feeling fresh and fast-paced whilst also 
introducing new powerups that fit with the new environment. The flyby is only done the first time a 
new level has been loaded into the game. Further details about these design choices can be seen in 
the Multiplayer Level Designs section. 

The objectives of players differ depending on which side the player is on. As a Rogue Bot, the player 
wants to be the last one standing and outlast their fellow Rogue Bot competitors. As a Security Bot, 
the player wants to catch as many players as possible until none have reached the safe zone. In both 
cases, players will earn points that will determine who the top three players are, as well as other 
factors which are highlighted in the Ranking Methodology section. When the game ends, a screen 
appears to show the top three players for 10 seconds before closing the room and returning 
everyone to the main menu. 

Game Design 
Multiplayer Level Designs 
Pre-Game Lobby 

 

Figure 4: Capture of the pre-game lobby area 

This area acts as a central hub for players to connect to before a game begins. In it are a handful of 
miniature obstacle courses for players to practice their platforming skills with, as well as a few 
power-up stalls that offer different power-ups to collect and try out. As Bot Breakout is based on a 
children’s playground game, a bouncy castle was added to recapture that emotive experience of 
playing on them as a child and to reinforce the sense of fun that the design strives to reach. Players 
can bounce around inside the bouncy castle for a burst of fun. 

The pre-game lobby features the following miniature obstacle courses: 

• Swinging pendulums 
• Disappearing platforms 
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• Green rotators that require players to push them to get past 
• Yellow spinners 
• Weight sensitive see-saws which lead to the bouncy castle for a large jump 

The following power-ups can be found at the stalls: 

• Forcefields (Appendix 2.1 – Power Up Stalls (Forcefield)) 
• Double Jumps (Appendix 2.2 – Power Up Stalls (Double Jump)) 
• Water Balloons (Appendix 2.3 – Power Up Stalls (Water Balloons)) 

Each stall features colourful rainbow text for the name of the company that owns the stalls (“Power-
Ups ‘R’ Fun”) along with a unique slogan to reinforce the sense of light-hearted fun. 

Main Levels 
In both of the following level designs, the construction was completed with 20 players in mind 
playing on them. Whilst it currently can feel that the levels are too big when not enough people are 
playing in a given room, is it important to note that the lobby would require a higher minimum 
player cap (18) before the game could start in a more finalised version of the game. 

The Long Road 

 

Figure 5: Capture of "The Long Road" map 

The first level that players will see is The Long Road – a long map consisting of multiple pathways 
and rotating obstacles. The general theme is around trying to cross the road. During the first time 
this map is played, some UI signs can be seen hovering in the level to indicate the starting points for 
players and the finish line that Rogue Bots are trying to reach (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: UI markers which are displayed in the very first round 

The map is designed to be as self-contained as possible and eliminate the possibility of players being 
able to fall out of the map, taking some inspiration from the training barriers that can be used when 
bowling. In other words, the only way for Rogue Bots to be eliminated is by getting caught by a 
Security Bot. This helps introduce players to the game objectives by keeping the learning curve 
relatively low with an easy-to-understand, flat level layout. 

Treetop Kingdom 

 

Figure 7: Capture of "Treetop Kingdom" map 
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The second level introduces a larger learning curve by introducing two key elements within the level: 
verticality and the ability to fall out of the map. The general theme for this map is around climbing 
trees. 

The map contains fewer routes across, with some offering different benefits over others. For 
instance, running down the middle of the map is intended to be safer for Rogue Bot players who feel 
less confident in their platforming abilities, however it also means that they would encounter a 
Security Bot much quicker. Conversely, taking one of the side paths has greater risk of falling into the 
water but means that Security Bots will not reach Rogue Bots as quickly. 

Starting Positions 
In all maps, the locations for where players start will remain consistent, keeping the length of the 
map the same but keeping the width and height free for experimentations. For Rogue Bots, the 
starting positions will always be in the “safe zones” which have been mentioned previously in this 
document.

 

Figure 8: Capture of the two safe zones present in the game 

Safe zones feature distinct identifiers to help set them apart from their environments. The safe zone 
flagged as the finish line for the Rogue Bots is impossible to access as a Security Bot, however the 
safe zone flagged as the starting point will only be inaccessible for the first 10 seconds of the round. 
Afterwards, all players can enter it. 

When a Rogue Bot crosses the finish line, they will be placed into the Spectator Mode so that they 
can watch the game from a birds-eye view or from the viewpoint of any of the remaining players. 
Players who have been eliminated or have qualified already cannot be spectated. 

For Security Bots, they will always begin from the centre of the map in every round. In The Long 
Road, this is indicated as a blue platform, whilst it is a wooden platform at the base of the grand tree 
in the Treetop Kingdom (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: Capture of the starting positions for Security Bots 

Level Balancing 
Levels intentionally remain active for only 2 rounds so that players have crossed the map twice 
before being given a new playing field. The first crossing is completely fresh; players have some idea 
of what is in store for them thanks to the flyby camera during the opening sequence but will not 
know how to navigate the level until the round begins. The second crossing then requires players to 
make use of what they have managed to learn during their first crossing, but they can also try out a 
different route should they wish to. By this stage, most players will have some understanding for 
which paths are the best ones to take, so introducing an entirely new map resets everyone’s 
knowledge to keep gameplay fair. It also keeps the atmosphere feeling fast-paced and gives a sense 
of progression to all players. 

Additionally, due to the requirement for players to cross the map twice, half the map was created 
first before being mirrored so that it is an exact reflection and aids in maintaining map balance. 
Mirroring the map also means that players can learn the levels faster which maintains consistency 
with the level design and balancing philosophy. 

Each level also makes use of specific power-ups which complement the intended gameplay for that 
environment. For The Long Road, the water balloon powerup is provided since it can be used 
effectively with the long, open stretches of the map. For Treetop Kingdom, the double jump 
powerup is provided since it works well with the theme of jumping around on top of trees and helps 
with crossing the floating islands and disappearing platforms. Both levels contain forcefield 
powerups since there are opportunities where it can be effectively used and to also add variety to 
the powerups that are available. 

In the current design and implementation, there are 2 levels which can be played, however more 
levels would be required to offer more diversity and possible round combinations. 

Game Balancing 
Power-Ups 
To create more depth to the gameplay and help set this project apart from other party games, 
several power-ups were designed which would be featured across multiple levels. Power-ups come 
in 3 forms: Rogue Bots only, Security Bots only, and available for everyone. These power-ups would 
be distributed around the map, with some of them changing in frequency based on the player 
balance between the two sides. In other words, when there are more Rogue Bots than Security Bots, 
there will be fewer Rogue Bot exclusive power-ups and more Security Bot exclusive ones, and vice 
versa. Power-ups which can be used by everyone will be unaffected by these changes. 
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In the current prototype, 3 power-ups have been implemented: the double jump, water balloon, and 
forcefield power-ups. Only one powerup may be held at a given time within the powerup slot (see 
In-Game HUD (Heads-Up Display)). They have been designed to offer solutions to problems that 
players might face during the game: 

 

Double Jump A powerup that can be used by everyone, it 
allows the player to jump twice. 

This effect can only be used once, after which 
the player must collect another copy of this 
powerup. 

A player can hold onto this powerup for as long 
as they like. 

 

Water Balloon A Rogue Bot exclusive, this allows the player to 
throw a water balloon. If the water balloon hits 
a Security Bot, it stuns them for a few seconds. 

This effect can only be used once and requires 
another one to be collected to be used again. 

A Rogue Bot can hold onto this powerup for as 
long as they like. 

 

Forcefield Another Rogue Bot exclusive, this creates a 
bubble around the player which knocks back 
any players which collide with it. 

The effect takes place immediately after being 
collected and lasts for a few seconds before it 
disappears. 

Bot Breakout would intentionally have a very small number of powerups that can be used across the 
levels, with some being level exclusive and some appearing in all levels. For a complete list of the 
powerups designed, please see Appendix 3 – Power-ups table. 

Qualifying Spaces & Round Timers 
In a larger version of the game that accommodated more than 20 players, qualifying spaces would 
be added that would force Rogue Bots to cross to the other side of the map as fast as possible. This 
guarantees that there are always eliminations from the Rogue Bot side every round, leading to one 
of the two ways the game can end. At present, qualifying spaces are not necessary with lobbies 
capped at 20 players, so Rogue Bots need only to reach the other side of the map without being 
eliminated. 
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Keeping the rounds short in 3-minute instalments with its own “winners” (Rogue Bots who qualify) 
and “losers” (Rogue Bots who were eliminated) creates a sense of completing a game within a game. 
Even when a player “loses”, they are immediately given the opportunity to begin winning by being 
on the offensive as a Security Bot. This also enables “losing” to feel fun, as there is no true 
punishment since players will be able to continue playing in the immediate round. Player 
contribution is maintained throughout the entirety of a match and feels rewarding at all stages of 
the game. 

Ranking Methodology 
At present, a scoring system exists whereby Rogue Bots who reach the safe zone are rewarded 10 
points and Security Bots who capture players are rewarded 5 points. This system helps determine 
which players will be shown in the final podium that display the top 3 players from the game. This 
would form the basis for creating a matchmade ranking (MMR) system by placing players who are 
more skilled at winning as Rogue Bots or who are more skilled at capturing players as Security Bots 
into the same lobbies. Additionally, the scoring system would be adjusted to factor in additional 
factors that would have happened in the game, such as how often a player is the first Rogue Bot to 
make it to the safe zone or how quickly a player captures a Rogue Bot when they play as a Security 
Bot. 

Balancing would also be done so that in the early stages of the game, Rogue Bots receive less points 
for reaching the safe zone and Security Bots receive more points when they capture Rogue Bots. This 
balance will then adjust as more players join the Security Bot side later in the game so that the 
equilibrium is maintained when distributing points and to reward players accordingly. Additional aid 
will be given to Security Bot players who struggle to capture any Rogue Bots in the form of an ability 
(the “Madge Protocol”, see Appendix 3 – Power-ups table) so that it is still possible for them to get 
points and try to reach the top 3.  

Character Customisation 
To grant more ownership over the characters, players should be allowed to customise their Bot in 
multiple ways. The default character is shown in the far left of Figure 10 in red. The types of 
customisation that exist currently are: 

• Customising the overall colour of the character model (x4 options) 

  

Figure 10: All currently available colour options for the character 
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• Customising the head accessories (x9 options) 

 

Figure 11: Examples of currently available head assets to pick from 

• Customising the face accessories (x7 options) 

 

Figure 12: Examples of currently available face assets to pick from 

Additional customisable features and textures can easily be created and implemented into the 
current build, so long as the assets fit within the context of the game’s aesthetics. Although more 
features were planned to be included as customisable components, the current selection was 
deemed healthy enough that players could create enough combinations to make their characters 
unique, and so will be mentioned briefly in the Future Additions section of this document. 

Art Style 
Environment Designs 
As part of the development and design process, a mood board was constructed (Figure 13) which 
focused on the types of environments that could be created to match the gameplay and accentuate 
the part game atmosphere. The locations focused on locations which were vibrant and colourful, 
fun, and competitive in nature, taking ideas from video games, films, and real-world locations. The 
mood board was constructed with the website Miro. 



 

Figure 13: Mood board of possible environments that can be used for designing levels 

  



Character Designs 
During brainstorming sessions for possible character designs, the characters needed to have defined 
features that would help them be easily recognisable and memorable. They also needed to have 
some customisability so that players can be given stronger ownership of their controlled characters. 
A variety of assets were examined and noted down, most of which can be viewed in Figure 14, using 
the iconic Fall Guys character as a reference point. 

 

Figure 14: Mood board for possible character designs that could be used in the project 

In the early stages, designs were strongly considering using different characters to represent to two 
sides that would be present in the game since it was believed it would help clearly identify who was 
who during matches. Designs slowly phased this idea out of the equation in favour of one consistent 
character model which we could add additional elements to so that teams could still be easily 
identified. This would ultimately be done using an bold, coloured outline around all characters as 
well as coloured name tags above players. 

The complete list was kept in a Google Drive Document and made accessible on the team’s Trello 
board. 

Required Assets 

Character Models 
Character models will need to align with the game’s title by having robotic appearances and 
characteristics. The characters will also need to have customisable elements to fit in line with the 
plans for giving players ownership over their characters. The asset used currently gives a strong 
representation for what the final model might look like, with its customisable elements discussed 
previously. 
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The eyes would also need to change to reflect what is happening to the player’s character. Currently, 
there are 3 states which the eyes can be in: default (pre-game and Rogue Bots only), default 
(Security Bots only), and ragdolling. Additional eye states have been created using the template 
provided with the character asset and have been added to the project but have not yet been 
implemented [Figure 13]. Eye states would change also when the player activates certain emotes. 

 

Figure 15: Complete sheet of eye states for character 

Starting from the top row and moving from the left to the right, the eyes represent the following 
states: 

Default (Rogue Bots / pregame lobby), Finger Guns emote, Default (Security Bots) 

Ragdolling (1), Loser emote, Laughing emote 

Whatever emote, Taunting emote, Ragdolling (2) 

The first 5 eyes (Default to Loser emote) came with the asset, with the remaining eyes being custom 
made. More sheets containing eye textures can easily be created and added, potentially expanding 
the customisation options, but currently only change depending on the state of the player’s 
character. 

Animations & Emotes 
To bring the models to life, several animations are required that will make the character feel 
responsive and fun to control. These animations can be categorised in the following ways: 

• Basic animations 
• Ability- and powerup-driven animations 
• Emote animations 
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• Ragdoll-related animations 

Whilst most animations will need to be manually created, some of the ragdoll-related animations 
will be driven through physics and so will not be a required. Below are breakdowns of the required 
animations for the character: 

Animation Category Animation Description Extra Info 

Basic Walking / Running Walking cycle that can transition into a 
running cycle when players move fast 
enough 

Basic Jumping / Landing An animation cycle that has both the 
jumping and landing motions 

Basic End game animations 3 animations required for the final screen 
that shows the top 3 players. Unique 
animations are needed for 3rd, 2nd, and 1st 
place. 

Powerup Aiming / Throwing To play when a player is aiming and 
throwing the water balloon powerup 

Ability Diving For Security Bots. Should be a diving 
motion, like a rugby dive when scoring a try 

Ability Dive roll For Rogue Bots. This will be a slightly longer 
animation than the Diving animation since it 
will be covering more ground when used 

Ragdoll Standing Up For when Bots are no longer in the ragdoll 
state and need to stand back up 

Emote Laughing Animation which matches the laughter 
sound and makes the character seem like it 
is laughing  

Emote Taunting Animations to pair with the taunts – one for 
when playing the “come and get me” taunt, 
and another for the “loser” taunt 

Emote Finger guns / pointing 
fingers 

Gesture where the character points its 
fingers in a cool style 

Emote Shrug / whatever gesture Gesture that makes the character seem like 
they are saying “whatever” 
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Obstacles 
A variety of obstacles will be featured across all the levels for players to overcome as they navigate 
through each round. Depending on the theme and which powerups will be featured, different 
obstacles will be required to be placed in the levels. In the prototype, the following obstacles have 
been added: 

 

Rotators that need be pushed by players to make them 
rotate 

 

Spinners which rotate around their pivot continuously 
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See-saws that rotate around their pivots when weight 
is added on either side of the platform 

  

Swinging obstacles such as pendulums and custom-
made hammers that will knock players 

 

Platform that will disappear shortly after a player has 
been detected on the top surface 
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Other Assets 
Additional assets are needed to complete the effect of certain powerups and complete the 
environment designs. These range from textures for walls and floors to having additional 3D assets, 
such as the following objects: 

 

Custom-made forcefield powerup effect 

 

Water balloon 3D model 
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Custom-made spheres with expressions 

 

UI Design 
Custom Cursor and Game Icon 
To give Bot Breakout a stronger sense of identity, a custom mouse cursor was created and added to 
the game to replace the default mouse cursor. The cursor is given a cartoony look with strong, bright 
colours to be easy to find on the screen and to compliment the colour schemes used throughout the 
game (Figure 16). The angled cursor is the one currently used in the project. 

 

Figure 16: Custom mouse cursor icons 

For the game’s icon, it needed to be something simple and quickly recognisable. The main ideas 
were either using text or using the face of the character as the icon image. After investigating game 
icons from places such as the Steam Library, the decision was made to use the game name instead. 
The final design can be seen in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: Finalised design for the game icon 

Login Screen 
The first screen players will see is the login screen where they will be asked to input their name 
before they can begin to play. In a more advanced version of this project, this would be the point 
where players must enter their login credentials that are stored on the SQL database. This screen 
required a background that was simple and not too straining on the eyes, so a design was made 
using simple geometric shapes that were felt to be a good match for the game (Figure 16). 

 

Figure 18: Background design for the login screen 

After some adjustments in the Unity engine to the brightness, additional assets were imported to 
help improve the button and font. If the user has entered a name previously, this name is displayed 
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above the text input field and the player may press the start button to enter the game using this 
same name, so they do not need to type it out again. Figure 17 shows the finished designs. 

 

Figure 19: Finished UI design for the login screen 

Main Menu 
The designs for the main menu were given the greatest care so that it felt as polished as possible. 
Due to the complexity of this design, only the final design will be highlighted, with components 
accessible from Appendix 4.1 – Blue gradient background to Appendix 4.8 – Character customisation 
panel at the end of this document. 

The design can be broken down into a few main parts: background elements, foreground elements, 
and UI elements. All background elements are custom made, except for the cartoon cloud texture 
used for the cannon smoke. To give the scene more life, the particle rings will expand to outside of 
the screen continuously and will randomly pick from two blue colours to colour each ring. For this 
effect to work, new UI Layers had to be created within Unity so that the rings correctly displayed 
underneath and on top of the other UI layers and elements in the scene. To really sell the sense that 
this is going to be a fun party game, custom confetti cannons were created which will fire confetti at 
a specific time to match the beat drop of the background track. These will only fire once during this 
sequence. 

From the foreground elements, only the game’s title text is custom made. Since the plan involved 
having the text grow and bounce into existence before cycling through a shrink-and-grow animation 
loop, two types were made and tested with, a regular version and a curved version (Figure 20). After 
testing, it was felt that the curved text was a much better match for the main menu and paired 
better with the animation cycle which had been created by the developer in the team, so the regular 
version was discarded. 
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Figure 20: Regular and curved title text variations 

The final additions to the foreground elements were the character, which cycles through different 
dance animations, and a large podium for the character to stand on. This would give the feeling that 
the player’s character is like a contestant on a game show. The character will also show real-time 
customisation changes, as well as display the previously saved customisation settings for the 
character when the player next plays the game. 

To construct the UI, an asset pack and fonts were installed to save time and improve the efficiency 
of the design and development process. Figure 21 shows what the final design for the main menu 
looks like. A complete breakdown of the layers can be found in the Appendices. 

 

Figure 21: Capture of the final designs for the main menu screen 

Text Chat and Heads-Up Display (HUD) 
Bot Breakout features a text chat feature for communicating with other players in the lobby and 
games, in addition to other helpful information which appears within the HUD. Upon first joining or 
creating a lobby, the player will be greeted with the screen shown in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Capture of the screen players see upon joining or creating a lobby 

Players can access UI elements in two ways. They can hit the left control key to unlock the cursor, 
allowing them to move it around the screen to interact with the UI without causing the character or 
camera to follow, or press the enter key to immediately access the chat box and type out a message. 
Pressing the enter key again will exit the chat box, sending a message if anything was typed or 
sending nothing if it is empty. If they unlock the cursor, they can press the left control key again to 
lock the cursor and regain control of their character and camera. 

Onboarding 
In the pregame lobby, players can try out certain powerups to get an understanding for how they 
work. When collected, the powerup slot in the bottom right corner of the screen will changes icons 
to show what powerup is currently in the player’s possession (Figure 23). When no powerup is held, 
a red X will be presented on the screen. 

 

Figure 23: The powerup icon slot changes to show what powerup the player currently has 

Each time a powerup is collected for the first time, an instructional bubble will be displayed to tell 
players how to use the powerup, as shown in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24: Instructions for how to use the power up that has been collected for the first time 

When aiming to use the water balloon, the screen zooms in and displays a crosshair on the screen to 
help make more precise throws. Additionally, if the player has any hat accessory equipped, the hat 
will become transparent enough that it can be seen through so that the view is not blocked (Figure 
25). After throwing the balloon, the screen returns to its normal view and the accessories stop being 
transparent. 

 

Figure 25: The aiming reticule appears, and the hat accessory becomes transparent when the player aims the water balloon 

When the game begins, UI markers are displayed to help clearly identify the starting points of all 
players and the target goal for Rogue Bots. These can be found in the Main Levels section of this 
document. Depending on the team that players are assigned to, players will receive different 
instructions on the screen that explain what their objectives are, as shown in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26: Instructions explaining what to do when a player is a Security Bot (left) or a Rogue Bot (right) 

The dash ability comes in two forms: a long dive roll for Rogue Bots which consumes the stamina 
bar, and a short dive for Security Bots that consumes half the stamina bar (Figure 27). This bar 
appears at the bottom-middle of the screen as a yellow bar that refills over time. 

 

Figure 27: Capture of the dive roll being used which is depleting the whole stamina bar 

Lastly, when Rogue Bots are eliminated from the round, they may spectate the remaining players or 
from the bird’s-eye view. Instructions appear on screen to help players choose what they wish to 
view, along with a panel containing the list players who are still playing in the round (Figure 28). This 
list does not show Rogue Bots who have qualified or who have been eliminated, only the remaining 
Rogue Bots and all current Security Bots. 

 

Figure 28: Instructions when in the Spectate view 
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End Game Screen 
Similarly to the main menu, the final screen displaying the top 3 players was carefully designed to 
feel like a suitable ending to the game. To best reflect that this is a celebration of the top 3 players, 
an image was made containing confetti that would be placed in the background of the view. The text 
takes inspiration from the “Top of the Pops” show name. The #1 player will have their character in 
the middle of the screen, so that the blue rings look like they are radiating from that player. 

 

Figure 29: Custom image for the end game screen to recognise the best players in the match 

In addition, fireworks particles will play to solidify the sense of achievement for these top players. 

 

Figure 30: Firework particles being played in celebration of the top players 
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Finally, different animations are played depending on the position the player has ended. The 
complete effect can be seen in Figure 31. 

 

Figure 31: Capture from play testing that shows the end game screen with the top 3 players 

Sound Design 
Sound Direction Pitch 
To keep the vision clear for any sound designers that might have been involved with the project, a 
sound direction pitch was created: 

“Fun, upbeat soundtracks using recorded instruments that incites an adrenaline rush for a fast-paced 
contest. A balance between recorded and synthesised sounds to emphasise the silly and chaotic 
interactions players will have with other players and the obstacle courses.” 

Musical Score 
The musical composition for the tracks being played in the main menu screen and during the levels 
need to fit the overall theme of the game. In the prototype, a disco-like soundtrack is played to draw 
players into the game when they are in the main menu. During gameplay, each level has its own 
unique soundtrack that is meant to get players ready for a competitive race whilst matching the 
themes and environments present in each level. 

Character Sounds 
Sounds for character interactions and other behaviours will need to be more synthetic to match the 
robotic character designs. In the prototype, voice lines were created using an online text-to-speech 
(TTS) website which are played when characters are performing an emote or are in the ragdolling 
state. Additional sounds for actions like jumping, diving, and colliding with other players will be 
required to complete the characters. 
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Sound Effects 
Additional sounds will be required for completing character interactions, such as a sound that plays 
near swinging pendulums and hammers that conveys a sense of weight, jumping and landing on 
different materials, and footstep sounds. There will also need to be sound effects played when 
interacting with the UI, particularly when clicking on buttons. 

Currently, a handful of sound effects have been added into the prototype. This includes the confetti 
cannon and firework sound effects and a pair of voice lines that can be heard in the end game 
screen. These voice lines are different depending on which side had the overall winner and were 
created using a different TTS website. The voice currently uses the character “GLaDOS” from the 
Portal franchise but would be replaced with a unique voice in a more advanced version of the game. 

Economy & Monetisation 
In-Game Currencies 
In a more developed version of the game, players would be rewarded with in-game currencies that 
can be used to purchase cosmetics for their characters. These would be accessed from an in-game 
store. Currently, there are three types of currencies designed: 

1. Glories – rewarded for when a player either wins as a Rogue Bot or wins with the most 
points as a Security Bot. They also gain Praise. 

2. Glory Pieces – pieces of Glory which are rewarded to players in 2nd and 3rd places. When 
enough are gathered, they can be exchanged for a Glory. This would be their only function. 

3. Praises – rewarded to all players in the game. More Praise is gained from placing higher on 
the leader board, with the most Praise being acquired if placing in the top 3. 

These would be stored in a “Bot Bank” and shown in the UI of the main menu screen. Glories can be 
traded in for more exclusive and rare cosmetic items while Praises can be exchanged for more 
common items. 

Purchasable DLC (Downloadable Content) 
In a realised release of Bot Breakout, players could purchase Praise packages from the in-game store 
should they wish to get cosmetic items faster. They will not be able to purchase Glory or Glory 
Pieces. 

Future Additions 
Bot Breakout is in a good position where it can easily incorporate many new features, as well as 
benefitting from further polishing to existing ones. The key ones will be discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 

In the original scope, a third level would have been constructed that incorporated both the vertical 
and horizontal map elements which currently exist in the first two levels. Due to time constraints 
and the time required to design and test out the levels, the third level had to be dropped from the 
project. The library of available levels would be increased to a larger number so that players get to 
have different experiences during each playthrough of the game, which would help keep the game 
fresh and retain player engagement for longer. 
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The voice lines in the game could benefit from further polishing. Although the current ones are in a 
decent position, it would be far more impactful to get proper voice overs done and edited to sound 
robotic instead of using a TTS software. Additionally, the end game voice over would need to be 
changed to avoid copyright infringement for using the voice of GLaDOS in the game. Additional voice 
overs could also be added at the start of the rounds to make the countdown feel more intense. 

The original design also involved safe zone timers which would determine how long Security Bots 
needed to wait before they could enter the starting safe zone to capture any Rogue Bots that might 
be waiting in this section of the maps. 

Fully implemented map transitions would be a feature that needs some polish. The current 
transitions work very well for their intended purpose, but a cleaner map change which includes a 
flyby camera for every new map when it is first introduced would be needed. Map transitions could 
then be marked as completed. 

The final noteworthy addition would be a more sophisticated scoring system for the end game 
screen. In the current design and due to the nature of the playground game that this project is based 
on, the end game screen almost always features only Security Bots and very few Rogue Bots. This 
could be redesigned so that there are two sets of top 3 podiums – one for Security Bots and one for 
Rogue Bots. These could reflect the highest scoring Security Bots as well as the longest lasting Rogue 
Bots to ensure that there is a healthy mixture of top players from both sides. An alternative could be 
to do the same but have a 7th podium that displays who the overall best player is from that game, 
which can be either the Rogue Bot who survived or which player ended with the most points if the 
Security Bots captured everyone. This would require testing and refinement to make sure it delivers 
a clean highlight of the top bots. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1 – Table for keys and their functionality 

Colour Key ID Function 

  W Move character forward 

  A Move character left 

  S Move character backward 

  D Move character right 

  Q Team-specific dive ability 

  
Spacebar 

Jump (x1 press) 
 

Double jump (x2 presses) 

  
Right Mouse 

Button Aim water balloon 

  Left Mouse Button Shoot water balloon 

 Mouse Move camera 

  

Enter 

Access textbox chat feature 
 

Send messages 
 

Exit textbox chat feature 

  
Tab 

Display scoreboard 
 

Display list of players in the lobby 

  Left Control Lock and Unlock mouse cursor 

  1 Play "Whatever" emote 

  2 Play "Finger Guns" emote 

  3 Play "Taunt" emote 

  4 Play "Laughing" emote 

  5 Play "Loser" emote 
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Appendix 2.1 – Power Up Stalls (Forcefield) 

 

Appendix 2.2 – Power Up Stalls (Double Jump) 
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Appendix 2.3 – Power Up Stalls (Water Balloons) 
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Appendix 3 – Power-ups table 

Double Jump
Allows the player to jump twice to reach new segments 

of the map or move further away
Both

Autotomy

Can be activated when the player is in the process of 
being caught by a Security Bot.

The player moves a short distance and leaves behind a 
"shell" of their model which last for a couple of 

seconds. After being used, the player model changes 
colours slightly and the player can be caught in 1.5 

seconds instead of 3.

Rogue Bots

Water 
Balloon

Can be thrown to stun a Security Bot. The stun is 
applied when the Security bot is on the ground or in 

the process of capturing a Rogue Bot.

Water balloon barrels / spawn points can be found 
throughout a level.

Can use the tutorial here - 
https://www.auggodoggogames.com/source/balloon/ 

Rogue Bots

Forcefield

Creates a small forcefield around the player that knocks 
over all other players that collide with it. The forcefield 
lasts for a 5 seconds or until 5 players have collided with 

it, then it disappears.

This automatically becomes active once the player has 
picked it up.

Rogue Bots

Dismantle

Security Bots can pick up certain obstacles to place them 
elsewhere or throw them. Throwing them will cause the 
object to become dislodged and will not automatically 

reconnect to the environment (almost like ragdolling or 
destructable environments)

Placing the obstacle will only work if there is space for it 
and it is not somewhere that isn't allowed (similar to 

building sim games where a building can only be placed 
if there is space and nothing overlapping the projection)

Obstacles will remain persistent until the level changes, 
so for 2 rounds. Then, they will all need to be 

destroyed. Obstacles that go out of bounds also should 
be destroyed.

Only one obstacle can be carried at a time.

Security Bots

Tricky Floors

These are placeable areas which can either speed up or 
slow down the movespeed of any player that walks over 
it. These are hidden from Rogue Bots but are visible to 

all Security Bots.

Security Bots

Madge 
Protocol

Any Security Bot that is in the bottom 25% of the 
leaderboard that has gone 2 consecutive rounds without 
capturing a Rogue Bot will start the round in an enraged 
state. This state increases their movement speed and 
grants them 1.5x bonus points for each capture made 
and will only last for the duration of the round that it 

becomes active.

If the Security Bot fails to gain any points during the 
round this is activated, they will need to wait another 2 

more rounds before this can be activated again.

Security Bots

Who for?Name Description

Power Ups
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Appendix 4.1 – Blue gradient background 
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Appendix 4.2 – Custom particle rings 
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Appendix 4.3 – Custom confetti cannon with custom particle systems 
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Appendix 4.4 – All background elements 

 

Appendix 4.5 – Foreground elements 
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Appendix 4.6 – Creating a room panel 

 

Appendix 4.7 – Joining rooms panel 
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Appendix 4.8 – Character customisation panel 

 



Appendix 5 – Arcweave game flow visualisation 
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